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ABOUT US
Who Are We?

Embark on an unparalleled journey with Med Sailing
Holidays, your premier choice for extraordinary sailing
experiences. As a renowned sailing holiday company, we
specialize in curating seamless and enchanting trips across
the Mediterranean and beyond. With a fleet of meticulously
maintained yachts, expert skippers, and a commitment to
exceptional service, we elevate your vacation into an
unforgettable adventure. 

Our dedication to quality, safety, and personalized
experiences has earned us the trust of discerning travelers
worldwide. Discover the world's most stunning coastlines,
hidden gems, and vibrant cultures with Med Sailing
Holidays—the epitome of nautical excellence.

Our Crew

Delve into the heart of Med Sailing Holidays with our
extraordinary crew—a dynamic mix of both full-time and
part-time members, all united by their shared love for their
craft. Passion drives every aspect of their roles, making each
team member not just an expert in their field but a
dedicated enthusiast. 

With a commitment to excellence, our crew ensures that
your sailing adventure is not merely managed but crafted
into an extraordinary and unforgettable experience. Get to
know the personalities steering your journey and anticipate
a holiday that's seamlessly orchestrated by a team
passionate about delivering excellence.

AT MED SAILING HOLIDAYS, WE
DON’T JUST OFFER SAILING
TRIPS; WE CREATE
EXPERIENCES THAT LINGER IN
YOUR MEMORY. OUR PASSION
FOR THE SEA, COMMITMENT TO
QUALITY, AND PERSONALIZED
SERVICE DEFINE US. 

Our Fleet

Embark on an unforgettable sailing adventure with our
meticulously curated fleet at Med Sailing Holidays. Our
selection includes a range of vessels, from sleek sailing
yachts to spacious catamarans, all chosen for their
superior performance, comfort, and style. We take pride
in offering an exceptional sailing experience, and this
commitment is evident in every boat we feature.

Whether you seek the thrill of harnessing the wind's
power or the stability of a catamaran's dual hulls, our
diverse fleet caters to your preferences. Each vessel
effortlessly combines elegance with functionality,
ensuring a seamless and personalized journey on the
open waters. Discover the perfect boat for your dream
holiday and set sail with confidence, knowing that Med
Sailing Holidays is dedicated to making your maritime
experience extraordinary.
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SAILING
THE
WORLD

OUR TRIPS

Explore the world's most captivating destinations with
Med Sailing Holidays and our exceptional fleet of sailing
vessels. Whether you're drawn to the turquoise waters of
the Adriatic in Croatia, the historical allure of the Ionian
Islands in Greece, or the tropical paradise of Tahiti, our
diverse fleet is tailored to transport you to your dream
destination. Our meticulously selected yachts and
catamarans not only promise comfort and style but also
provide the perfect vantage point to soak in the beauty of
each unique location. From sun-drenched coastlines to
charming harbors steeped in history, our fleet is your
ticket to a personalized and unforgettable sailing
experience.

GREECE

ITALYCROATIA

THAILAND

BRITISH VIRGIN
ISLANDS



Experience the magic with our tasting

plate of Croatia. As we island-hop to the

historic coastal towns, sit back and bask

in the beauty of the Adriatic. Discover the

perfect blend of adventure and relaxation

on our Croatia sailing escapades.

Immerse yourself in the vibrant culture,

savor local cuisine, castles, and create

lasting memories against the stunning

backdrop of the Croatian coast.

Set sail for the enchanting beauty of Sicily

and Sardinia, where the Mediterranean

beckons with its unique charm. Explore

the historical wonders of Sicily, from

ancient ruins to azure waters. In Sardinia,

immerse yourself in the island's allure,

known for pristine beaches and vibrant

culture. Our sailing trips in these stunning

Italian destinations promise the perfect

blend of relaxation and exploration. Bask

in the Mediterranean sun, savor local

flavors, and create lasting memories on

the crystal-clear waters of Sicily and

Sardinia.

CROATIA

WHAT TO EXPECT
OUR TRIPS

Embark on an extraordinary journey

through the Ionian Islands with our

captivating sailing trips. Glide over

turquoise waters, explore charming

villages, and soak in the rich history of

this Greek archipelago. Our Ionian sailing

adventures promise an enchanting fusion

of relaxation and discovery. Immerse

yourself in the local culture, indulge in

authentic cuisine, and forge cherished

memories against the backdrop of the

Ionian Sea.

ITALY

GREECE



Explore the beauty of the British Virgin

Islands through our exceptional sailing

trips. Glide across turquoise waters.

Discover hidden coves, explore old pirate

treasure hiding places, and enjoy stories

of Black Beard. This Caribbean paradise

offers the perfect blend of relaxation and

adventure, with pristine beaches inviting

you to unwind. Immerse yourself in the

laid-back island atmosphere and create

lasting memories in this tropical haven.

Whether you're seeking thrilling water

activities or tranquil moments on the

beach, our sailing trips in the BVI cater

to every desire, ensuring an

unforgettable Caribbean experience.

Discover the enchanting allure of Thailand and see the

islands like never before. We will take you to incredible

places such as the James Bond Island, Koh Pi Phi, and a

plethora of hidden gems only accessible by boat. Dive

into the rich marine life, indulge in delectable Thai

cuisine, and create timeless memories in this tropical

paradise. Join us for an unforgettable journey, where

every moment is a celebration of the extraordinary

beauty that Thailand has to offer.

BRITISH VIRGIN
ISLANDS

OUR TRIPS

THAILAND

island-hopping
adventure awaits



Indulge on an unforgettable adventure with Med

Sailing Holidays. Discover a world of diverse

experiences, from scuba diving war plane wrecks

in Croatia to wine tastings in Sicily. Our sailing

experiences promise the perfect blend of

relaxation and excitement in breathtaking

destinations. Join us for moments that transcend

the ordinary, where every sunset is a celebration.

Experience-based
Sailing Holiday

NICHE BRANDS

Sailing Experiences
Like No Other



Sail into serenity with our Yoga
Week—an invigorating blend of
sailing and wellness. 

Daily yoga sessions against the
backdrop of the sea, expert
instructors, picturesque
destinations, and wholesome
meals await. 

Elevate your vacation experience
where tranquility meets the thrill
of the open sea.

beauty in
relaxation

NICHE BRANDS

YOGA
SAILING
HOLIDAY



Whether it be Croatia, Greece or
Italy, we have a terrific itinerary
calling into the best ports for the
best local experiences. We have a
selection of wine tours, tastings,
traditional cooking classes and
cultural experiences waiting for
you. 

Come along for a week of sailing,
swimming, amazing food on and
off the boat and of course the best
wine the region has to offer.

wine and
waves

WINE
WEEK

NICHE BRANDS



Embark on an unforgettable
adventure with our Gay Week—a
unique blend of sailing,
camaraderie, and celebration.

 Join like-minded travelers for a
vibrant journey across stunning
destinations, where the joy of
sailing meets the spirit of
inclusivity. 

Set sail for a fantastic experience
that combines the freedom of the
open sea with the warmth of a
welcoming community.

sail out, and
sail proud!

NICHE BRANDS

PRIDE
SAILING

HOLIDAY



NICHE BRANDS

Wine & Dine

Diving

Fitness

Embark on a delightful sailing adventure with our Wine
Week itinerary —combine. sailing, swimming, wine
tours, and tastings.

Discover the wonders of the ocean with
our Dive Week. Immerse yourself in
vibrant marine life and explore pristine
dive sites in stunning destinations,
creating unforgettable moments beneath
the waves.

Revitalize your mind and body with our
Fitness Week, designed for those seeking
balance and wellness. Join invigorating
fitness sessions set against the backdrop
of breathtaking destinations, ensuring a
rejuvenating experience that goes beyond
the ordinary.

More Sailing
Experiences...
These niche sailing holiday trips might be your jam.



REQUEST
ANEXCURSIONLIST!

Discover the wonders of our Greek
itinerary. Plus! Traditional cooking
classes,  enjoy local wines, explore caves
and ruins, wine tours, and more for an
unforgetable adventure.

Experience Croatia's charm with scuba diving,
wine tours, and the enchanting Blue Caves in
Vis. Explore Mljet National Park, rent a scooter,
and immerse yourself in Croatian culture on
this epic sailing adventure!

Sail and Explore: Croatia's
Exciting Excursion

Island Bliss: Sailing
Escapade in Greece!

What else can
you do?

Travel Magazine AgencyEXCURSIONS

Not only that you’l have an amazing time island hopping, you’ll also get to do fun excursion
while we are docked in one of the islands. How fun is that?



UPCOMING LOCATIONS

Where to sail
next?

01 02 03

Australia
Set sail in the Whitsundays,
a tropical paradise off the
coast of Australia. 

Turkey
Embark on a captivating
journey along the Turkish
coast. 

Bora Bora
Explore Bora-Bora and
French Polynesia on your
private yacht or catamaran

We are excited to offer more destinations for you!

More amazing
locations to come!
Great news is on the horizon! We're thrilled
to share that we'll be introducing more
spectacular locations to our lineup,
ensuring an extraordinary experience that
surpasses even the incredible offerings of
our current destinations.



FLAVOR OF SUMMER
Savor the essence of the Mediterranean on our
sailing holidays. Enjoy yummy food on and off
the boat. Your is a delightful journey through
fresh locally sources ingredients, offering
mouth watering dishes that are fresh and
tasty.  From savory seafood to wholesome
classics,  our onboard chefs craft a menu that
adds a delectable touch to your unforgetable
sailing adventure.

MEDITERRANEAN
THE TASTE OF

Embark on a culinary voyage with us where the Mediterranean flavors come alive on the high seas. Our dedicated
hosts take pride in customizing menus to cater to your specific preferences. Whether you have dietary restrictions,

medical conditions, or specific culinary choices like vegetarian, vegan, or gluten-free, we ensure every meal is a
delightful fusion of taste and consideration. Your gastronomic journey with us is not just about exquisite dishes; it's

about creating an inclusive and personalized dining experience for everyone aboard.

FOOD MADE FOR YOU  

FOOD & CULTURE



HOW TO BOOK

HOW TO
BOOK?
Book your sailing holiday adventure in just
three easy steps. Let’s go!

Get in touch

Know your date range, preferred
country, and number of guests.
Then , get in touch.

You can call, email, or use our
contact form that are found on
each destination page on our
website.

You’re all set and
good to go

Once all your questions and
concerns have been addressed to
your satisfaction, our efficient
back-office team will proceed to
finalize your booking. Following
this, you can expect to receive a
comprehensive confirmation email
along with your invoice promptly.

We’ve got you
covered

A dedicated staff member will be
there to offer you personalized
service and to curate the perfect
solution for your getaway.

Cabin charter, private charter, or
special events, we have you
covered.



Don’t take our
word for it...

“Trip of a lifetime - from swimming in the beautiful
turquoise seas every day, discovering quaint little villages
on the coast, and delicious seafood every day. The
experience with Med Sailing was perfect! ...”

Magical experience

REVIEWS

Let’s hear from our valued customers what they
have to say about our sailing holiday trips on
TripAdvisor.

Trip of a lifetime
“I just returned from my first sailing experience with Med
Sailing Holidays, and I can't wait to book again! To start, the
sights were beautiful, the swim spots were refreshing, the
boat was so comfy, and the crew was spectacular ...”

Wonderful family holiday
“...It truly was one of our favorite family holidays and we
would definitely do a similar trip in another country again
with Med Sailing holidays. ...”

7-Day Wine Tasting, Island-Hopping Cruise
on a Private Yacht in Croatia
“Med Sailing provided an unforgettable week for our family
as each couple celebrated a significant lifetime event: A
milestone birthday, a marriage and pregnancy, and the
achievement of a PhD.”

Five-star sailing in Saronic Islands...
“...There were many good moments, but our favorite has to
be the sunset beach BBQ. Highly recommend it to others!
We will book our next one for summer 2024 soon....”

Beautiful itinerary, exceptional hospitality
“Exceeded all expectations. I had expected the ports to be
gorgeous and fun, and all of them were. What both
surprised and delighted me was how much I enjoyed our
crew!”

4th trip with Med Sailing Holidays...
“I have sailed with this company to Greece, Croatia and this
Spring I just came back from their sail trip throughout
Phuket, Thailand. It makes traveling to new places easy
because I don't have to plan anything. The boats are clean,
the food is delicious, the stops along the way are perfect.”

https://www.tripadvisor.com.ph/ShowUserReviews-g295370-d16801370-r903237588-Med_Sailing_Holidays-Split_Split_Dalmatia_County_Dalmatia.html
https://www.tripadvisor.com.ph/ShowUserReviews-g295370-d16801370-r903237588-Med_Sailing_Holidays-Split_Split_Dalmatia_County_Dalmatia.html


“Never did I
anticipate the
sheer magnificence
that unfolded, but
it evolved into the
most remarkable
journey of my
lifetime.”

REVIEWS



Frequently
Asked
Questions
Either complete a contact form on  our website
or email us info@medsailingholidays.com 

How can we book?

FAQs

What's covered in the price?

On our public offerings, we typically includes
your boat, onboard meals (breakfast and
lunch), your crew, fuel, marina fees, water,
taxes, final cleaning fee, and insurance. *some
private charter may have different inclusions.
 
You just need to cover your restaurant dinner,
taxis, excursions, BYO alcohol/mixes, and crew
gratuities. 

What's not covered in the price?

Your expenses off the boat are not covered,
such as flights, hotels, alcohol, transfers,
restaurant meals, and generally anything off
the boat, such as water taxis, etc.

Do I need to pay a security deposit?

Yes. All bookings require a deposit to confirm
your reservation. Deposits are required within
five (5) days after your booking confirmation.

Can I add items to my booking like a
Stand-up Paddle Board?

Yes. Please let us know at the time of booking
and we can book one for you at €150 per week.

You can also add extra towels, linens, ice
maker, coffee maker, etc.

mailto:info@medsailingholidays.com


UK: 020-3289-9366 | US: (347) 329-4417

info@medsailingholidays.com

www.medsailingholidays.com

FEEL FREE TO CONTACT

WE’VE GOT YOUR
SAILING HOLIDAY
COVERED

CONTACT US

NZ: (09) 889 8304 | AU: 02-8005 0410


